Connecticut Department of Agriculture Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Working Group

Regular Meeting Agenda
Tuesday, January 25, 2022
1:30PM-3:00 PM

Will be held virtually- please use information below to participate.  
https://ctdoag.webex.com/ctdoag/j.php?MTID=mfd49d049455a68224e3545567c142d25
Join by phone +1-408-418-9388 United States Toll
Access code: 2633 657 9874    Host PIN: 7605

1. Welcome and settle in- Names, Pronouns and check in question in chat

2. Call to Order: Commissioner Hurlburt gives welcome and introduces Qiana Mickie

3. Old Business
   a. No old business

4. New Business
   a. Facilitators from each group give a 10-minute report out on what has been discussed thus far in their group and the direction they are headed (will provide a bit of an outline and summary notes for facilitators they can use) (40 mins)
   b. Qiana leads a facilitated discussion between the groups and groups and DoAG. Are there any overlap areas to work together on, any questions for each other? Suggestions? (20 mins)
   c. Reflection on differences in the recommendations across topic areas (10 mins)
   d. Jaime and Cyrena lead a discussion on an updated guidance document and on how to turn group’s ideas in recommendations and relate back to the department and update on timeline
   e. Questions

5. Next Steps
   a. Next core working group meeting

6. Adjourn